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This story book is part of a play-based curriculum promoting awareness and advocacy 
of best practices in health and hygiene for young children across India.

To view and download the curriculum, visit https://elab.emerson.edu/hygiene/
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Jaggu, a small talking monkey, swings from vine to vine. 

Suddenly, the forest becomes very dark and scary. Jaggu hears a strange noise in the distance. He 
swings towards it and sees the Germ Wizard, dark, foreboding, with green sinister eyes, staring into 
a cauldron whispering magic spells. Jaggu hides in a tree and watches what the Germ Wizard does.

GERM WIZARD
People in Dholakpur still do not use latrines! Their foolishness will bring my 
power to even greater heights!
 
With an evil laugh, Germ Wizard begins his incantations.

33

Jaggu is swinging through the forest when he discovers the 
Germ Wizard leaning over a cauldron casting spells. 

Jaggu hides and watches. 

The Germ Wizard, knowing that people in Dholakpur still do 
not use latrines, creates some powerful evil magic. 
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GERM WIZARD
Buzz, annoy, and land on poo. Come forth, my winged friends! I summon you. 

A massive swarm of flies erupt from his cauldron and head toward Dholakpur. Jaggu is horrified, but 
listens intently. The Germ Wizard stirs his cauldron again, and visions bubble to the surface.

55

He casts a spell to summon a massive swarm of flies to attack 
Dholakpur. 
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A field covered with poop appears in the cauldron’s reflection.

77

The flies land on poop.

They have many legs and they rub their feet in the poop.
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Two villagers are eating food with their hands.
The flies land on people’s food, rubbing their feet on it and spreading the feces. The people don’t 
notice or care and continue eating.

A fly lands on the laddoos (a ball-shaped sweet) of Dholu and Bholu, identical twins with hats, and 
wipes all their legs on the food while they are looking the other way. Dholu and Bholu turn back and 
take big bites of the contaminated laddoos.

JAGGU (whispers)
Eww! Dholu and Bholu are eating food with poop on it! The flies’ legs just touched poop and 
then put poop on their food!

Looking up from the cauldron, The Germ Wizard cackles.
 
GERM WIZARD
When people don’t use a latrine, my flies bring poop to everyone’s food!

99

A fly lands on the laddoos that Dholu and Bholu are eating. 

Jaggu is disgusted that Dholu and Bholu are eating food with 
poop on it! 

When people don’t use toilets, flies bring poop to everyone’s 
food!
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The Germ Wizard stirs his cauldron again. 

GERM WIZARD
Thunder and lightning, fill the sky. Down comes rain so nothing is dry!

The sky darkens. A crack of thunder is heard, and rain clouds begin to pour. The Germ Wizard looks 
back into his cauldron. 

1111

Then, the Germ Wizard becomes even more evil. He casts a 
spell for rain to pour on Dholakpur. 
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The rain washes the poop into the ground, and the water travels into the drinking wells and nearby 
reservoirs.

People drink and bathe in the contaminated water.

A group of people drink the dirty water, and get very sick, holding their stomachs.

Jaggu gasps. Even when the water looks clean, people are drinking water with poop in it!

GERM WIZARD (cackles)
When people don’t use a latrine, poop ends up in everyone’s water!

JAGGU
I have to warn Bheem! 

He frantically swings back towards Dholakpur.

1313

The rain water washes germs from the poop into nearby 
groundwater, lakes, rivers, and streams. 

These germs get into our drinking water! 

Even when water looks clean, it can have germs in it.

When people don’t use toilets, poop ends up in everyone’s 
water and makes people sick.

Jaggu is disgusted.

Jaggu swings back to Dholakpur to tell his friends about what 
he saw.
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Chhota Bheem, an 11 year old boy with magical strength, is sitting holding laddoo with his friends 
Chutki, a 7 year old girl with braids, Raju, a bald 4 year old boy with a tooth gap, and Kalia, a round 
but muscular 10 year old boy. They are relaxing but look concerned.

BHEEM
It seems like everyone in Dholakpur is getting sick to their stomachs!

CHUTKI
I hope my mother Tuntun doesn’t get sick, or else there will be no one left to make Laddoos.

Bheem’s eyes widen in shock, and he looks down at the laddoo in his hand. He loves laddoos. 

BHEEM
We can’t let that happen. We have to find the cause of this disease!

1515

Bheem, Kalia, Chutki, and Raju are talking about how everyone 
in Dholakpur has been sick with diarrhea.

They agree they must find the cause of the disease before they 
get sick too.
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Suddenly Jaggu arrives, out of breath.

CHUTKI
Jaggu! What’s wrong?

A fly lands on the laddoo in Bheem’s hand while he’s distracted and he absentmindedly raises the 
food to his mouth.

JAGGU
Stop, don’t eat that! 

Jaggu swats the laddoo out of Bheem’s hand and the fly buzzes away. Bheem looks shocked, then 
looks forlornly at the ladoo on the ground.

CHUTKI
What’s gotten into you Jaggu?!

JAGGU
The evil Germ Wizard is using his magic to spread disease! 

KALIA
We have to stop him before all of town gets sick!

1717

Jaggu arrives and swats the laddoo out of Bheem’s hand.

He explains to his friends how the Germ Wizard is using his 
magic to spread disease.
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BHEEM
Quick, we must summon the Clean Wizard!

Everyone lines and begins to do the handwashing steps spell
The Clean Wizard, white-haired, with a robe and kind eyes, appears out of thin air.

JAGGU
The Germ Wizard has summoned flies to carry poo from the fields into our food, and he’s also called down the rain to spread 
poo into the water we drink and bathe with! What should we do?

CLEAN WIZARD
This is very powerful magic. I cannot protect the village with my power alone. Every time people poop outside, the Germ 
Wizard’s power grows. 

BHEEM
We have to find the Germ Wizard!

CHUTKI
We have to save the village first!

CLEAN WIZARD
Chutki is right. The more people continue to poop outside, the more powerful he becomes. We have to find a way to convince 
people to use toilets so that we can stop the disease before it spreads any further. Then we have a better chance to defeat the 
Germ Wizard and stop his spells.

Chutki’s eyes light up.

CHUTKI
I know! We should show the whole village what is happening. If they understand how the disease is spreading, they will know 
how to avoid getting sick!

1919

They summon the Clean Wizard by doing the handwashing 
spell.

They tell him the Germ Wizard is using flies to carry poop from 
fields into their food, and using rain to carry poop into their 
water.

The Clean Wizard says he cannot protect the village with his 
power alone because every time someone poops outside, the 
Germ Wizard’s power grows.
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Bheem and his friends gather all the people in Dholakpur.

BHEEM
An evil wizard is using powerful magic to get us sick by making us eat and drink food and water 
with poop in it!

The people of Dholakpur gasp and angrily disagree.

VILLAGER 1
I don’t believe you! We would never touch food or water with poop in it!

CHUTKI
Jaggu and our friends saw it happen with their own eyes! Friends, can you please tell them how 
poop gets into our food and water?

(SLIGHT PAUSE, CHUTKI WAITS FOR VIEWERS TO RESPOND)

VILLAGER 1
What can we do?!

VILLAGER 2
We should kill all the flies!

VILLAGER 3
I hope it never rains again!

2121

“We need to let everyone know,” says Chutki. 

Bheem explains how the Germ Wizard is spreading disease. 

People are disgusted.  “But we would never touch food or water 
with poop in it,” they say.
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CHUTKI
This is not the fault of the flies or the rain! It’s not even the fault of the Germ Wizard who cast 
his spells on the flies and rain. It is our fault for not using latrines. That is what made the Germ 
Wizard’s magic so powerful.

VILLAGER 1
How can you be sure?

CHUTKI
Let me show you.

Working together, Chutki leads the group in making a map of Dholakpur. They mark where the school 
and roads are with sticks and stones, and draw a large “X” in the ground where people eat and drink. 
Chutki places a pile of rangoli powder where there is a latrine with a large rock. 

CHUTKI
This rock marks where there is a latrine. Now, let’s pretend that we are flies and rain.

2323

Someone yells, “We should kill all the flies!” Another yells, “I 
hope it never rains again!” 

Chutki explains it is not the fault of flies or rain. It is everyone’s 
fault for not using toilets. This is what makes the Germ Wizard’s 
magic so powerful. 

Chutki makes a map with sticks and stones. She draws where 
people eat and drink. 

She uses rangoli powder to show where people poop outside, 
and covers one pile with a large rock. This rock marks where 
there is a toilet in their village.
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Chutki shows everyone how to pretend to act like a fly, and everyone buzzes all over the map. Then 
she shows everyone how to act like rain, clapping their hands to make sounds like thunder.

CHUTKI
See how none of the powder that was under the latrine spread? Now, let’s mark on our map 
where people in Dholakpur poop outside.

2525

Chutki shows how to act like a fly, and everyone buzzes all over 
the map.

Then, she shows everyone how to act like rain, clapping their 
hands to make sounds like thunder.
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CHUTKI
See how the rangoli powder that was left in the open spread through our village easily, but 
the powder under the rock did not spread? It is the same for poop. If it is in a latrine, it will not 
spread. If it is in the open, it will spread easily from flies, rain, and other things!

BHEEM
Using latrines is even more powerful than the Germ Wizard’s magic! The Germ Wizard is only as 
powerful as you let him be!

CHUTKI
Building toilets at home is even safe for girls so they don’t have to travel far or wait until dark to 
relieve themselves. 

BHEEM
We can only defeat the evil wizard if everyone in our community uses latrines! 

NARRATOR (O.S.)
Bheem and Chutki want to know, can you make a map of your community to teach everyone 
how pooping outside results in us eating, drinking, and bathing in germs from poop?

2727

The rangoli powder has spread all over the map. 

Chutki shows how the rangoli powder that was left in the open 
spread through their village easily, but the powder under the rock 
did not spread. 

It is the same for poop. If it is in a latrine, it will not spread. If it is 
in the open, it will spread easily from flies, rain, and other things. 

Chutki adds that building toilets at home is even safe for girls 
because they don’t have to travel far or wait until dark to relieve 
themselves. 

Bheem makes a plan.  Everyone has to use toilets. It’s the only way 
to defeat the Germ Wizard!
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